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I have always been enamored of old
and pretty things or things that had

It only takes one.

that each exhibit revealed a happening

all these years I still sometimes have

What really set me on the road to

interior grooves that lead to a ribbon

even seen carnival glass displayed in
some of them!
renting a little space in the Old Sawmill

and then in the store and at garage sales

grandmotherly lady came over and said
that she had won it in a carnival when
piece! I decided to take it into the store
and see what the ladies that worked
learning a lesson!

took another look at it and now believe

like the three-in-one edges when they
to seeing and admiring more glass in the
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Hello from the new secretary

by Kathy Johnson

for allowing me to serve as the new

I accepted with the expectation

that I will need help from my friends
—

are welcomed!!

by email at
com

FEATURE

It is made in the novelty hat

not wear it! It probably held

Research untangles
Briar Patch questions
By Steve Hazlett

these novelty
shapes in several

After considerable
research of the name

is seldom

only in the price

it is probably
overlooked by

it is very similar

back pattern that is a pattern on the

in all of the other

great little rare pattern to look for in

FEATURE
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Following Their Path....
By Steve Hazlett

from old...
helped them get started in collecting
love of the glass blossomed

contemporary bowls in eight different

...to contemporary
several different colors

convention they attended
saw and the prices glass

Some of their friends
have also been bitten by

seminars and seeing the great glass
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FEATURE
Edison, Bell, and now Blair...They all share that one thing called...

Almost everyone reading
this copy of

Obsession

my carnival glass obsession created a
easel type or any one of the other types
head was always tilted off
of the glass extending
below the holder and
the world is hearing the
clink of glass on glass
and worrying if we
and waiting for three weeks for
minimally detracted from the
I started trying different pieces of
was initially going to make a stand for
started looking at how to create what I
Glossary
3-D Printer
Machines using digital
instructions to create a plastic
object. Thin layers of plastic are
applied until the object is built.

and now it works fairly well for most

the process of creating my vision of a
toothpick holders we have collected?
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FEATURE

sent photos of

body is too slender
to accommodate
familiar votive light
candle holder by

knew if it were

Vases may

will classify it as a toothpick or match

inch extension on the bottom that has a
diameter and is made to snap into the

the piece for

and in checking
the contents of

taper
inward

or phone

match holders that are pinched similarly

I was bereft for a while and then

My palms were sweaty, I was perspiring profusely, my heart was
pounding, I thought I was going to pass out...then I saw the "as is."

really a Freudian Sleep —D.L. Olson

-
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FEATURE

Look closely to catch the Blackberry Wreath Variant

In the center of this pattern is a single

with mostly satin iridescent
An example of the variant
with a variety of different shapes and
edges fashioned are in candy ribbon

The berry season is upon us! Try this vintage recipe from the vintage era of Carnival Glass

Vintage
Pie

Pick over and wash one and one-half cups berries.
Stew until soft with enough water to prevent
burning. Add sugar to taste and one-eighth
teaspoon salt. Line plate with paste, put on a rim,
fill with berries (which have been cooled); arrange
six strips pastry across the top, cut same width as
rim; put on an upper rim. Bake thirty minutes in
moderate oven.

FEATURE
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WILD BLACKBERRY
them as the pattern design on nine

In an article in the September

good assessment of the scarcity of this
and the thorny vine cover the piece

three berries
between

plates are comparable with other rare to
So why are there so few pieces known?

newsletter editor
and web master
have an extensive
collection of
marigold threein-one edge
time they have

an amethyst candyribbon-edge bowl
and two very scarce
these items were probably made from
halfway

a vine makes a complete circle that is
intertwined with a thorny vine that
that hang from the vine towards the

also has two sets of three blackberries
and two sets of two blackberries going
and is beyond the vine that circles the

midway of the plate the pattern changes
to a completely different type of leaf

all growing on an intertwined thorny

have a smooth edge and the amethyst
and marigold plates have a serrated

that is placed on the mold determines
bowls are made with a ring cap that has

smooth edge it was probably going to be

even more rare ice

that were assigned to my brother and
patch where the blackberry vines grew
bees and wasps were the biggest and

Some of the amethyst and green

three amethyst and three green bowls
with this advertisement have been sold

Photo
by Galen and Kathi
Johnson.
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HOACGA PATTERN NOTEBOOK

ORDER FORM:
Name _____________________________________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________________City/State/ZIP__________________________________________________
Items Wanted__________________________________ Total Amount $____________
Send Orders to: Hoacga Treasurer, Jerry Curtis, 127 Tanglewood Drive, Fredericksburg, TX 78624

Directories
HEART OF AMERICA CARNIVAL GLASS ASSOCIATION
Visit us on the internet: www.hoacga.com

Join us in the

Texas Carnival Glass Club!
Website:
www.texascarnivalglass.org

ABOUT Carnival Glass Action
Editorial Policies

Staff

Heart of America Carnival Association and
the Texas Carnival Glass Club

Other Carnival Glass Clubs (CGC) and Carnival Glass Associations (CGA)
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CGA Distribution Manager
Jerry Curtis
127 Tanglewood Dr.
Fredericksburg, TX 78624

Hey, look, I found a
funny-looking ear of
corn with weird leaves.

Camp Carnival Glass Scavenger Hunt
Ok, find 16 colors of Carnival corn vases with stalks still on the base and you win
second place, find 12 colors of vases with no stalks on the base and you win third place.

yellow-looking and glimmers like Carnival Glass, you

If you find a purple, green or yellow-looking corn vase with

What are these funny
little ears of corn?
What designer in the 1910s would think such a stout ear of glass could be so popular? It was actually a very smart choice. Sixty percent of
Americans lived in rural areas in the early 1900s. Whether you grew it, shucked it, canned it, ate it or fed it to the hogs, corn was king.

